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If you've ever thought of buying a motorhome, this is the book you'll want to read first. In this book,

you'll learn just about everything you need to know to find the right motorhome at the right price and

not get burned in the process.You'll learn about the kinds of motorhomes to look for, where to find

the best deals and how to get the best prices, and how to avoid 'deal killers'.You'll find checklists to

use when inspecting a motorhome, scripts to use when calling a seller, and tips on how to negotiate

with sellers to get the price you want, and how to know when it's best to walk away from a

deal.You'll also find recommended best buys in used motorhomes, photos of different motorhome

types, and tips that can guide you through a fun and money saving motorhome buying

experience.Some of things covered in this informative book include:* Understanding the different

motorhome classes* Should you buy new or used?* The importance of getting seat time before you

buy* Why finding the perfect seller can save you a lot of money* How to know when you're paying

too much* How to effectively search for motorhomes online* How to respond to online motorhome

ads* Pre purchase checklists* How to properly road test a motorhome* Friendly negotiating

techniques that'll get you the best price* Deal Killers you'll want to avoid* Best Buy in Used

Motorhomes* Motorhome fuel mileage Ã¢â‚¬â€œ why it matters and how to maximize mpg* After

the sale Ã¢â‚¬â€œ what to do nextYou'll find all this plus a lot more in 'Buying a Used Motorhome -

How to get the most for your money and not get burned'.It's a fun and fast paced read that can save

you several thousand dollars on your next motorhome purchase!** Updated March 2017 with latest

info and new information!
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If you are even just thinking of getting into the RV lifestyle and don't have the money for a new RV

then there is absolutely NO question that this is the book for you!Mr. Myers lay it all out in a clear

and understandable manner, so that even novices like my wife & I can get the message and easily

understand exactly what to look out for when looking for that elusive bargain!Our book is

highlighted, marked and nearly worn out from reading and re-reading over and over again (the

ONLY way to learn and absorb) and we have learned so much that we can almost say to anybody

selling us a used RV - beware, we are armed with all the facts.Bill Myers has in our opinion, written

the "bible" on this subject, and we cannot recommend it more highly to anyone contemplating

buying a Used RV.This book should be required reading BEFORE anyone thinks of handing over

their hard earned cash to any seller.We were (are) delighted with the book packed full of facts,

information and guidance that we are fully confident that when we finally get to our dream of owning

our Class A Motorhome - we will be experts on the do's and don'ts thanks to Bill Myers's

outstanding must read book!

common sense, but it helps to have a check list for things that you might forget. I know now that

when I purchase a RV, check for generator working, and vacuum flush toilets. A C cranks on both

top and auto dash as well. Look for new tires as they are a major cost. V10 trinitron motor as well as

a RV made around 2000 and up. Travel down the road on a test drive on highway.cheers tommy x

The title of this book delivers. The author has put years of experience into a practical guidebook with

a laser focus. He does an excellent job of mapping out all of the variables involved when setting out

to buy a used motorhome. The book walks the reader through the reasoning one should go through

at each stage of the process. I will be returning to this book as a valuable guide when I begin my RV

search in earnest.



I understand why some people find this text lacking, but to me it works as a checklist of things to be

looking into. As anyone who has focused on one task for a considerable amount of time knows, it's

easy to forget some fundamentals at some point and ruin lots of hard work.To be honest I'm

planning on buying one a few months from now, and that means it's the right time to start

researching. This is a good starting point and a handy reference but it by no means is all inclusive,

nor should it be. By instead focusing on certain key aspects, and showing you where to look for your

own specific needs, it empowers the self learning reader. If it were more specific and in depth I fear

it would only be able to cover fringe cases. I think the writer strikes a good balance.In short, if you're

willing to put time and labor to reduce purchase overhead and want to make it easier to make sure

you're on track this is great. If you want a top ten list, maybe you could look at forums? If you want

in depth knowledge this won't do either, it might be best to research said specific topic.This is a

compass, not a map and as such it's highly convenient

If you are shopping a RV, your money is at peril, if you don't read this book FIRST.I've owed RV's

from Pickup Campers to 40 ft Class A, and learned most of the lessons available in this book, the

HARD WAY!Ivan E. Gillis

Bill simply amazes me at the diversity of his subjects. I lived in a motor home and still read his book

because I've read about everything he's written. I;m even a member of his web group on new

product development. He writes well, in an easy to understand format. I'm a business consultant,

constantly updating my knowledge staying abreast of new industry developments and technology,

yet regularly impressed with what I continually learn from Bill. If you want real world useable

business information, consider his information at his website billmyers com - I don't personally know

Bill. This testimonial is truly from yh heart and not a sales pitch for him.

My husband and I absolutely loved this book!! It is perfectly written and organized for those who are

planning on buying an RV for the first time. We read it from cover to cover right before looking at our

first potential used RV and it helped us know what to look for, along with questions to ask. I can't

emphasize enough how important it is to know the basics. We ended up purchasing our first RV two

weeks ago!!

I'm a huge fan of buying used cars to get the most for my money. But I also know you have to

educate yourself so you don't get burned. The same thing is true for buying RVs. This book covers



all aspects of finding the right motorhome at the right price and how to avoid the lemons and the bad

deals.There are numerous examples in this book of what to look for and what to avoid, all laid out in

easy to follow bulleted checklists. The author obviously has a lot of experience when he describes

his wins (and losses) when buying RVs. I can't wait to try the practical tips from taking a test drive to

negotiating the deal and enjoying the *right* motorhome for my family.I also appreciated the

explanation of the various classes of motorhomes, A, B, C and the pros and cons of gas vs. diesel.

This was followed by recommendations for best-buys in each class. Valuable information!I think the

best advice, that really hits home, is to plan out what will make you happy with an RV and stick with

the plan. Don't get drawn into the wrong RV with a sales pitch at the dealership or a private

seller.This is an easy, quick read, but then will serve as a reference book as you set out to find the

right RV for you.Good luck!Roger.
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